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RURAL AFFAIRS AND ENVIRONMENT COMMITTEE 
 

WILDLIFE AND NATURAL ENVIRONMENT (SCOTLAND) BILL 
 

WRITTEN SUBMISSION FROM DR ADAM WATSON 
 
Wildlife and Natural Environment (Scotland) Bill, consultation 

I request members of the Rural Affairs & Environment Committee to take the 
decisive action that is long overdue to end the widespread and increasing illegal 
persecution of protected Scottish raptors. Leading MSPs and Scottish Ministers in 
the previous Labour/Lib Dem coalition and the present SNP administration have 
condemned this unlawful activity, calling it a national disgrace. However, it continues 
unabated, involving poisoning as well as shooting and other illegal activities. Indeed, 
it has increased, as is evident from the marked declines in numbers and distribution 
of several species that are designated as in the highest national and international 
ranks for protection. 
 
In 1943 I began in upper Deeside to study golden eagles, which have now been 
monitored there for much longer than anywhere else in the world. I have also studied 
peregrines and other Scottish raptor species, and snowy owls in arctic Canada. This 
research resulted in many papers in scientific journals. 

 
An example was in 1989 when I was author of a scientific paper that reviewed data 
on golden eagles from 1944 to 1981. It showed the adverse effects of eagle 
persecution on grouse moors, in contrast to deer forests where the birds were 
generally protected or ignored by resident deerstalkers. Also it showed how a decline 
of such persecution during the Second World War, when many grouse-moor keepers 
were in the armed services, led to a notable increase of resident eagle pairs on 
grouse moors. There followed a collapse over several years after the keepers 
returned. 

 
I was a founder member of the North East Raptor Study Group, the first of its kind in 
Britain. Many voluntary and professional observers now study Scottish raptors. As a 
result, sound information on their abundance and distribution has never been better. 
The data unquestionably show large recent declines in the abundance and 
distribution of golden eagles, peregrine falcons, hen harriers, and goshawks in 
northeast Scotland, primarily on grouse moors. The decline of hen harriers is 
catastrophic. Many buzzards are shot on grouse moors and lowland shooting 
estates, and sea eagles and red kites have been found poisoned on such estates. 

 
Court penalties to gamekeepers guilty of such activities have been minimal and 
insufficient. Although gamekeepers are the ones who appear in court, landowners 
remain scot free out of court. For decades, procurators fiscal, sheriffs and others 
involved in cases brought by the police or other bodies such as the Forestry 
Commission have tended to regard Scottish estate owners and their staffs with an 
unduly favourable eye. My wife Jenny, when a Councillor, JP and magistrate in 
Kincardine & Deeside District Council, was once visited by a police sergeant who 
was one of the first policemen specialising in wildlife crime in Scotland. He had some 
evidence of poison being kept at a gamekeeper's abode in Deeside and requested 
her to sign a search warrant, which she did. Poison was found, and a report made to 
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the procurator fiscal, who later decided that it should not go to court. In a more 
recent case at Strathdon, Stephen Brown, a Forestry Commission officer, observed 
unauthorised tree felling on a grouse moor, and even found the felling contractors in 
the midst of the felling. A report went to the procurator fiscal, who decided against it 
going to court. In many cases where illegal raptor persecution has been proved in 
court even in recent years, penalties have been derisory, involving only a minute 
fraction of the fines or custodial sentences that the law allows. Everyone should be 
equally accountable in respecting the law. 

 
Three simple solutions would greatly reduce illegal persecution and might well end it. 
 

1. Grants and subsidies of taxpayers' money to estates where persecution of 
raptors has been proved in court should be denied. This should not be a small 
fraction such as 5%. For proper cross-compliance, if estates are proved to be 
involved in such illegal activities against the public interest, they should forfeit 
all grants and subsidies of taxpayer's money for agriculture and forestry, and 
also inheritance tax remissions allowed for access, conservation and other 
aspects. EU regulations allow for 100% of EU subsidies to be denied. 
 

2. Shooting estates should be licensed. If an estate were proved in court to be 
involved in illegal persecution, the licence would be removed for a year or 
more, depending on the seriousness of the offence, and shooting would 
become illegal until the estate reapplied and received a new licence. There 
are sound reasons for a licence besides the issue of raptor persecution. Many 
estates for decades have constructed new unauthorised vehicle tracks on 
Scottish hills and moors, even in cases such as Aberdeenshire where the 
local authority decided years ago that such new tracks as well as major 
upgrading should require planning permission. Estates on Deeside and 
Donside have ignored this requirement for years. In most of these cases, 
scant attention or no attention was paid to care in construction and 
reinstatement, and consequently many tracks are major eyesores, and some 
cause damaging silt pollution of watercourses with dire impact on the 
breeding of trout and salmon. Furthermore, many estates that emphasise red 
deer rather than grouse have persistently failed to reduce deer density as 
repeatedly requested by the Deer Commission and NCC (later SNH) so as to 
reduce damage to designated habitats and wildlife. Licensing would solve all 
these problems. 
 

3. The relatively poorly paid keepers are always the ones found guilty. Owners 
should be legally liable for the actions of their staff, just as hotel owners and 
bar owners are, in other words, vicarious liability and responsibility. Hence, if 
there is a police case involving poisoning or other unlawful persecution of 
protected raptors, the employer of the gamekeepers should have to appear in 
court as well as the charged gamekeeper(s), and should be liable to public 
naming and reporting, and to any penalties decided by the court. 
 

Dr Adam Watson, Clachnaben, Crathes, Banchory, Kincardineshire AB31 5JE. 

Relevant expertise. I am Adam Watson (80), BSc 1st Class Honours, PhD, DSc for 
publications on northern birds and mammals, DUniv (Honorary). I am a Fellow of the 
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Society of Biology, Arctic Institute of North America, Royal Society of Edinburgh, 
Royal Meteorological Society, and Centre for Ecology and Hydrology, and also a 
Chartered Biologist and elected Emeritus Member of the Ecological Society of 
America. My main professional research with the University of Aberdeen, Nature 
Conservancy, and Institute of Terrestrial Ecology was on the population biology, 
behaviour, habitats and management of red grouse, including the influence of 
raptors and moorland management. Officer in Charge of the Nature Conservancy‟s 
Mountain and Moorland Research Station in 1968-72, in 1971 I was promoted to 
Senior Principal Scientific Officer for Special Merit in Research. In 1986 the Royal 
Society of Edinburgh awarded their Neill Prize for “your outstanding contribution to 
Natural History and in particular to your study of Red Grouse”. I have published 22 
books, 218 peer-reviewed scientific papers, and 178 technical reports. I am a retired 
research scientist still doing research on grouse and management, since 1990 out of 
my own pocket. 

In autumn 2008, HarperCollins published a 529-page book entitled GROUSE by me 
and second author Robert Moss. The Management chapter included a section on 
Raptors, copied below. I sent the associated detailed endnotes to the Committee‟s 
Convener, but they would broach your 4-page limit if included here. 

Raptors 
From the 1800s to the 2000s, persecution has extirpated some raptor species from 
much moorland.i The 1939-45 war brought a respite as eagles and harriers 
colonised some grouse-moors, but after 1946 they were soon eliminated. There has 
since been poisoning, shooting, trapping, burning nests, robbing or breaking eggs, 
and disturbing birds so that eggs do not hatch (Fig. 200 Poisoned eagle SR 215).ii 
Some of the best-known estates in the land have been involved.  
 
Much persecution has been due to peer-pressure from keepers, and from owners 
and managers („factors‟ in Scotland) who are ultimately responsible. It is often a 
matter of faith that raptors are „vermin‟, not to be tolerated. We have known a few 
keepers who regarded muirburn and other issues as more important and who 
protected raptors. They came under pressure from the orthodox majority, however, 
and eventually changed their ways.  
 
Persecution eased in 1960–80 as international research emphasised habitat rather 
than raptors as crucial for animal abundance. Harriers and eagles bred on some 
moors where none nested in the 1950s. Enlightenment began to fade after 1985, 
however, following persistent one-sided publicity by the Game Conservancy (GC), 
whose Director Richard Van Oss wrote, „Government may have to consider whether 
to allow restricted control of some protected species‟.iii And Lord Mansfield, „if we 
cannot control the numbers of ... hawks we are simply providing a feast for them. 
Society has got to make up its mind on a means of control of predators‟.iv  
 
Peregrine expert Derek Ratcliffe wrote, „any attempt to put the clock back on this 
issue would be greeted with uproar‟.v The Heather Trust warned against alienating 
other countryside and conservation bodies whose membership was „many times that 
of the field sports organisations‟vi Nonetheless the Scottish Landowners‟ 
Federationvii publicly sought licensed culling of harriers.viii After investigating the 
law, however, their legal adviser Duncan Thomson concluded, „I therefore do not 
believe that there is any prospect of licensed killing of raptors in the foreseeable 
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future‟.ix The SLF‟s Law and Parliamentary Committee approved his paper on 1 
February 1996, but shortly afterwards he was not in their employ. Calls continued for 
harriers to be caught, for release elsewhere.x  
 
Lobbying by the GC led to the Langholm project, where a landowner in south 
Scotland protected hen harriers and peregrines for a study of predation.xi It became 
a watershed (Chapter 13). Harriers increased, and took so many grouse chicks and 
adults that the estate cancelled all shooting. Generalising from this to British moors 
would be invalid, because of the Langholm moor being widely regarded as 
atypical,xii but many who disliked harriers did just this.  
 
Later, dead rats and poultry chicks were left for the Langholm harriers to feed to their 
young.xiii Harriers with this supplement gave their young only 4.5 grouse chicks per 
harrier nest, while harriers without it gave 33.3 per nest. Even so, the number of 
grouse chicks lost was ten times bigger than that expected from harrier predation. 
Hence chick mortality was overwhelmingly due to other causes.  
 
John Phillips tried a novel kind of supplementary feeding at Misty Law. He erected 
dovecots, introduced feral doves in spring, supplied food, water and nest material, 
and opened pop-holes so that doves could come and go. Over two years, peregrines 
killed many doves and anecdotal observations suggested that they took fewer 
grouse.xiv 
 
Meanwhile, persecution rose on Scottish grouse-moors,xv from six known poisoning 
incidents per year in 1981-92 to ten per year in 1993-2000. In 2004-5 Scotland-wide 
there were 33 confirmed incidents of raptor poisoning and 36 of other persecution of 
birds of prey, including shooting, illegal trapping and nest destruction. Figure 201 
gives an example of recent persecution in the Cairngorms region (Fig. 201 ex Fig. 
15.1 Incidents of poisoning and other illegal killing of raptors in the Cairngorms 
region (Keith Morton, RSPB). The new Cairngorms National Park appears to be no 
deterrent, for two hen golden eagles were found poisoned within it in summer 2006. 
The number of police wildlife-officers has risen greatly, and army forces helped with 
surveillance of Scottish harriers in 2004. These are costs to taxpayers.  
 
The lawxvi now includes custodial sentences, but nobody on the staff of a shooting 
estate has been jailed for persecuting raptors.xvii Some past cases with apparently 
firm evidence did not reach court because procurators-fiscal refused them, thus 
fuelling the public perception that some in the justice establishment put owners‟ 
interests above national interests. Sheriffs have often imposed small fines or let 
offenders off with warnings, though an Inverness sheriff in 2005 did impose a fine of 
£1,500 on a grouse-keeper, who appealed against the conviction. Gamekeepers 
have formed associations that defend their activities and lobby politicians.xviii In 
2004 a lawyer for the Scottish Gamekeepers Association persuaded sheriffs to reject 
filmed evidence, because the landowner had not permitted the Royal Society for the 
Protection of Birds (RSPB) to be on the estate, and other cases have fallen because 
of delays occasioned by defence lawyers.xix  
 
Raptors have aesthetic and economic value to society. Wildlife tourism is increasing 
rapidly, already supporting far more jobs in some parts of the Highlands than grouse-
shooting, and many visitors pay to see raptors, such as sea eagles on Mull. Those 
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who go to the Scottish hills for recreation say that they would be willing to pay extra 
tax for desired changes, such as £72 each person per year for better protection of 
rare birds.xx  

 
The buzzard shows what could be enjoyed by the public if persecution ended. 
Though formerly killed widely, it has returned in strength, especially on lowland, and 
many people appreciate it. Sparrowhawks and peregrines have also increased on 
lowland, and give pleasure to many. More enjoyment would come if eagles returned 
to eastern moors and woods. These examples illustrate the real, though hidden, 
costs to the public of raptor-killing.  
 
Most conflicts can be resolved if both sides meet and compromise,xxi and there 
have been meetings on raptor-grouse conflicts.xxii When one side practises illegal 
acts, however, it is difficult to see whether the public would approve any 
compromise. Other suggestions to end persecution include legislation with 
mandatory jail-sentences, removal of gun-licences, game-shooting permitted by a 
licence that could be removed,xxiii and cross-compliance, e.g. denying state grants 
and exemptions of inheritance tax to owners of estates where the law on raptors has 
been broken. To conclude, grouse-shooting could continue without illegal 
persecution of raptors, but its future seems insecure if persecution continues 
unabated.xxiv 
 
Dr Adam Watson 
27 October 2010 
 


